It's no secret that San Francisco is in the midst of a housing affordability crisis. The situation stems from many causes, some of which stretch back for decades. Contributing factors include the city's rising population (the growth of which has not been matched by the development of new housing), the influx of high-earning residents who can afford inflated rents, the severe shortage of available and affordable housing, the surge in Ellis Act evictions that displace long-term residents, and dramatic funding cuts to government agencies (like the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development) that are supposed to help alleviate these problems. So how are the people on the lowest rung of the economic ladder coping?

For At The Crossroads' clients, the high cost of housing is a major barrier that makes it increasingly difficult to move off the streets and find a place to live.

Looking for places to go

Freshy is smart and determined, and speaks very thoughtfully about her experiences. She has been working on building a more stable life for many years, but is currently homeless. “Nobody can actually just look at me and tell, ‘Oh yeah, she’s broke,’ or ‘She’s really going through it,’ because … I don’t want my personal issues to affect how I look. I still look like I take care of myself, because I do, but I just have a hard time doing it sometimes.”

Like a lot of ATC’s clients, Freshy has been through a number of different living situations. When she was first on her own at 17, she rented rooms from family members or friends. After being unexpectedly kicked out by a landlord, however, Freshy ended up in a shelter. “It was a really difficult situation. Of course I didn’t want to go to a shelter. I was terrified.” Freshy explains, “It’s basically like jail, to be honest with you.” With no other options, Freshy stayed in the shelter for several months while on a waiting list for a nonprofit transitional housing program. She eventually got into the program, and lived there for two years. It was supposed to help her save money and get back on her feet, but that didn’t happen. When she left the program, her living situation became unstable again.

Currently, Freshy says she is “kind of all over the place.” Sometimes she stays with her girlfriend, other times with family. She finds ways to get by, but doesn’t have a place to call her own. “Even though they say I’m welcome there and it’s home, I feel like it’s still not my home, you know? I just don’t feel like I belong anywhere right now.”

Vaughnjareya “Prince Jerrick” Faulkner had to learn to be resourceful when it came to finding places to stay. Prince Jerrick has a big personality, and his presence can fill a room. Although he now lives in his own apartment in Salt Lake City, he doesn’t shy away from talking about his past. As he says, “I claim my homelessness.” Prince Jerrick spent years drifting between the Bay Area, Louisiana, New York, and Idaho. “When you’re transient, you ain’t got nowhere to go. You ain’t got nothing to...”
Letter from the Director
Rob Gitin

Rashad has been working closely with ATC for 15 years, Maxine for nine. They have two beautiful kids, ages seven and five. They are awesome, and very near and dear to our hearts. They’ve worked incredibly hard to get off of the streets and build new lives. We’ve been with them through hard times, including incarceration and struggles with emotional health and substance use. I’ve had great times with them too, including singing Toto’s “Africa” with Rashad while looking at safari photos and listening to him tell me facts about the hippo.

Over the past two years, both of them have gotten full-time jobs, but their housing has continued to be unstable. They have stayed in cars, shelters, and hotels, as well as on the floors and couches of friends and family members, despite two steady incomes.

They entered a lottery for Below Market Rate (BMR) housing earlier this year for the Ava, a gorgeous new apartment complex. New residential construction in SF must provide affordable housing; making 12% of units BMR is one option. These apartments are very hard to get; we’ve never had a client move into one.

In May, they learned that they won a BMR unit at the Ava. They would get a $4,500/month apartment for $1,200. They met the income requirements, submitted tons of paperwork, and got their hopes up. Then they were denied because they didn’t have a credit score of 700, which seemed crazy. As Rashad put it, “If I had great credit, I wouldn’t need this housing.” They got a one-week extension to find a cosignatory. Two family members volunteered, but were turned down because their credit scores were also not good enough.

ATC helped them get another week extension, and then things got insane. In a week, we made more than 70 calls and wrote more than 100 emails. We talked to their pastors; they talked to cousins and friends. We talked to every nonprofit you can imagine. We reached out to multiple city departments. Finally, Bevan Dufty, this city’s homelessness czar and our new hero, connected us with George and Brenda Jewett, two big-hearted philanthropists and our other heroes, who decided to cosign. We celebrated – a bit too early.

There were still multiple pieces of outstanding paperwork, and we needed to help them find money for move-in assistance. This involved a sprint from the bus to the nearly-closed IRS building, and then sweet-talking security guards out of detaining Rashad for having what they thought were weapons in his backpack when trying to enter said building. It led to another 20 calls and 30 emails to help procure the deposit. On June 14, they moved into a beautiful two-bedroom apartment with smiles, tears, prayers and hugs.

One moment from that day lingers. Maxine was getting really excited in the days leading up to moving in. Rashad had been more bottled up, seemingly overwhelmed by his emotions about everything. He and I had a few minutes alone on move-in day. He reflected on how much his life had changed, and tears rolled down his cheeks. He tried to say how grateful he was to all of us who helped them get into the apartment, but choked on the words. He put his head in his hands, knelt down on the ground, and released the emotions. When he stood up, he looked at me, collected himself, and said “I don’t deserve this.”

The aftermath has had highs and lows. With Bevan’s help, they got donations from Goodwill, Target, and Room & Board. Rashad lost his job the day before they moved in, and they have had serious trouble paying rent. We helped them find a new type of rental assistance, and they stayed off a near eviction.

ATC is doing everything we can to help them keep their place, and navigate this exciting but difficult transition. Rashad recently found a new job, creating a tiny bit of breathing room. September was the first month that they paid their full rent on time. They have a home, and they love it.

Electronic copies of previous newsletters are available to view at www.atthecrossroads.org/newsletters
What We Do: The Basics

- ATC walks the streets four nights a week in two neighborhoods of San Francisco: Downtown/Tenderloin and the Mission. We hand out basic necessities like food, socks, and hygiene supplies, and slowly build counseling relationships.
- We work with young people whom others have given up on, who would not get help without us.
- We meet with clients 1-to-1. We listen to them talk about anything they want, with no agenda and no judgment. We help them figure out who they want to be, and how to become that person.
- We keep working with clients after they leave the streets. We continue to support them for as long as they want, helping them build outstanding lives, not just lives of subsistence.
- We partner with other organizations, connecting our clients with services such as jobs, housing, education, health care, and mental health services.
- We support other programs in their efforts to work with homeless youth through dialogue, trainings, and technical assistance.
- We work with city government to improve the continuum of support for all disconnected youth in San Francisco.

“At The Crossroads lets me know that I am not alone, that I don’t have to be by myself; I don’t have to feel like I can’t do anything.”

- Marlon, ATC client

Get Involved with At The Crossroads

Make a donation to ATC
You’ll experience a sense of happiness and fulfillment that you’ve never known. You’ll want to do it again and again! In all seriousness, the future of At The Crossroads depends on the generosity of individuals who believe in our work. If you value what we do, please support us! Make a credit card donation at www.atthecrossroads.org, or make checks payable to “At The Crossroads.”

Join our email list
Sign up to receive emails twice a month about upcoming events, volunteer opportunities, organizational updates, and ways to get involved. Email getinvolved@atthecrossroads.org with the subject heading “Join the ATC email list.”

Volunteer
Do you have free time in the morning or afternoon? Come by our office to sort clothing, put away food, prepare supplies, help with administrative needs, or pitch in on a number of tasks that help keep us going. If you are interested in learning more, please send us an email at volunteer@atthecrossroads.org.

Get your company involved
When companies and their employees engage in our work, it can have a huge impact. The opportunities are endless: team participation in our fundraising hike, grants, sponsorship of events, group volunteering, in-kind donations, individual and matching donations, or pro-bono services. To get your company involved, email getinvolved@atthecrossroads.org.

Help with in-kind donations
ATC is always looking for new connections for getting donations of new clothing or supplies that we distribute to our clients. We are especially in need of all jeans, men’s clothing of all sizes, and plus size women's clothing. If you think you can help connect us with a store or clothing manufacturer who may be able to donate these items, please email inkind@atthecrossroads.org.

Watch and share our documentary
Monica Lam’s 15-minute documentary takes you onto the streets and into the world of our clients and our work. You can find the documentary at www.atthecrossroads.org. After you watch, share it with your community as a great way to introduce new people to ATC!

Share our newsletter
Please spread the word about ATC to people you know who might be interested in our work! If you want to send anyone our newsletter, email us their name and address and we will mail them a copy. Email getinvolved@atthecrossroads.org.
Editor's note: for this newsletter, I wanted to learn about permanent housing options in San Francisco. Through my research I quickly realized just how complicated and decentralized the housing system is, and how difficult it must be for anyone – especially those who are homeless – to navigate. This is a brief overview of permanent housing options in the city, which is meant to create a context for understanding the current housing climate that is affecting the youth and the work of ATC.

The Landscape of Permanent Housing in San Francisco

Private housing

**What:** private housing is what people typically think of when renting an apartment or a room. Most private housing built before 1979 falls under rent control, which sets a limit on how much a landlord can increase rent each year. This is an effort to keep housing affordable in the face of inflation. Newer housing does not have to comply with these regulations.

**How:** the San Francisco Rent Board, which is a branch of city government, regulates rent control.

**Who:** private housing is open to all, but income requirements, credit scores, eviction records, an extremely competitive market, and high prices make it increasingly difficult to obtain. Private housing in SF is not a realistic option for the vast majority of ATC's youth.

**Statistics:**
- The cost of housing has skyrocketed over the past few years. In 2009, the average cost of a one-bedroom apartment in SF was $1,510. Five years later in 2014, this has soared to $3,120.
- Even renting a room in a shared apartment is becoming harder to afford. A search on Craigslist shows that the average available room in a shared apartment in SF goes for about $1,200. This means that a person working a full-time, minimum wage job at $10.74 an hour must spend over 64% of their annual income on rent (and that's before taxes). It is generally accepted that housing is “affordable” if it costs no more than 30% of a person's income.

Public housing

**What:** public housing was established to provide housing for low-income families. These properties are developed and maintained by the San Francisco Housing Authority, and range in size and type from single family homes to high rise apartments. Rent is typically 30% of a family's income, a $25 minimum, or a flat rent that varies by property.

**How:** the San Francisco Housing Authority, which is federally funded by the Department of Housing and Urban Development, is in charge of public housing.

**Who:** to be eligible for public housing, a family must meet area low-income requirements. Household members are then screened for eviction records, any back rent owed, drug use, drug-related criminal activity, and violent criminal activity.

**Statistics:**
- The public housing waitlist closed in January 2010 because was too large. Currently, there are about 7,200 families on the waitlist.
- It can take several years – often a decade or more – to move to the top of the waitlist.
- There are over 6,000 public housing units in SF. At any given time, a few hundred of those units are vacant and in disrepair due to budget constraints.

Section 8

**What:** the Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher Program is the federal government's major program for helping low-income families afford housing. Families receive a voucher, and find their own housing in the private market. Families contribute 30%-40% of their income or a $25 minimum for rent, and the government pays up to the maximum value of the voucher to cover the rest of the rent.

**How:** the San Francisco Housing Authority, which is federally funded by the Department of Housing and Urban Development, administers Section 8.

**Who:** to be eligible, a family must meet area low-income requirements. Household members are then screened for eviction records, any back rent owed, drug use, drug-related criminal activity, and violent criminal activity.

**Statistics:**
- The Section 8 waitlist closed in September 2001 because it was too large. Currently, there are about 2,500 families on the waitlist.
- It can take several years – often a decade or more – to move to the top of the waitlist.
- About 9,500 households in SF receive Section 8 vouchers.
- The current voucher value for a one-bedroom apartment is $1,473. The current average cost of a one-bedroom apartment is $3,120.
- Many families lose their voucher because they are unable to secure housing. Rent prices far exceed the value of vouchers, Section 8 is heavily stigmatized and many landlords won't accept it, and the bureaucracy is hard to navigate.
Below Market Rate

What: the Below Market Rate (BMR) Inclusionary Housing Program requires developers to provide affordable housing. One way they can do this is to sell or rent 12% of the units in new developments at a significantly below market rate. People apply directly to buildings for specific listings, and a public lottery is held to determine the pool of applicants who move forward in the process. If chosen in the lottery, applicants must be approved by the building in order to secure the unit.

How: the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development, which is a branch of city government, administers the BMR housing program.

Who: each BMR listing has its own eligibility requirements. Listings have maximum and minimum income requirements that are based on the area median income. Most of ATC’s youth do not meet the minimum.

Statistics:
- There are currently about 600 BMR units in SF.
- Often, over two thousand people apply for the same BMR units. The chances of being selected through the lottery extremely low.
- The maximum rent for a BMR unit is initially set at 30% of the income of a household that earns 55% of the area median income. Right now in SF, this equals $1,069 for a one-bedroom apartment, which is about one-third the cost of market-rate housing.

Government-funded, nonprofit-run housing

What: there are a number of permanent housing options in the city that serve low-income and/or homeless residents, and are run by nonprofit organizations. These programs and properties are primarily funded by city, state, and federal government departments, with additional funding coming from private dollars. These housing options vary in focus: seniors, chronically homeless adults, families, and youth. Some prioritize people with disabilities, mental health diagnoses, an HIV/AIDS diagnosis, and/or drug use. Programs may also offer supportive services like counseling, clinical care, and job training. Housing sites range from SROs to brand new apartments.

How: there are many nonprofits that work on permanent housing in different capacities. Some own, lease, or manage properties, some provide supportive services, some administer subsidies, and some are "access points" that provide referrals. The Department of Housing and Urban Development provides federal funding for some of these housing programs. There are also many departments of city government that are heavily invested in providing funding and support for this housing, including the Human Services Agency, the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development, and the Department of Public Health.

Who: each program has different eligibility requirements and different access points. Many of ATC’s clients are excluded from some programs due to their age, income level (or lack thereof), credit scores, and previous histories of arrests or evictions. If a program is federally funded, a rigid definition of “homeless” that excludes things like couch surfing may also disqualify our clients.

Statistics:
- In SF, there are about 5,000 homeless or unstably housed Transition Age Youth (TAY), youth between the ages of 16-24. There are currently 393 permanent or transitional housing units for TAY that already exist or are under construction.
- About 66% of all of the homeless families that receive city rental subsidies are forced to leave SF in order to find housing that they can afford. Many of these families go as far away as Vallejo and even Sacramento.

The current housing crisis and the city’s response

HOPE SF
The HOPE SF initiative is the city’s long-term plan to revitalize the most distressed San Francisco Housing Authority public housing sites into sustainable, mixed-income communities, without displacing existing residents. HOPE SF’s goal is to transform 2,500 housing units. This is the first program of its kind in the nation.

Proposal to rehabilitate public housing units
With the endorsement of the San Francisco Housing Authority, the city plans to rehabilitate over 160 vacant public housing units that currently sit vacant and in disrepair. Rehabilitated units will be used to house some of the city’s homeless, with priority given to families. The goal is to move this forward over the next two years.

Ellis Act evictions
The Ellis Act allows property owners to evict tenants if they withdraw their property from the rental market. These evictions have spiked, displacing long-term residents. The Board of Supervisors passed legislation to require landlords to pay evicted tenants tens of thousands in relocation assistance. This was struck down by a District Court, but the City Attorney plans to appeal.

Ballot measures: Prop G and Prop K
Proposition G aims to deter speculation by imposing a sizable tax on multi-unit properties that are bought and resold in less than five years. Proposition K reinforces the mayor’s pledge to build or rehabilitate 30,000 housing units by 2020, a third of which will be affordable to low- and medium-income residents.
The affordable housing game

JoJo has been working with ATC for several years, and has been in unstable living situations for much of her life. She is a strong and resilient person who is always taking care of others. JoJo has struggled with drugs, but stopped using when she became pregnant. Her current living situation is a difficult environment for her to be in because people around her still use drugs. “It’s been hard, because I’ve been fighting that stuff,” she says. “I don’t want to leave, but at the same, now I’m having my baby. I’ve got to leave everybody and everything alone and just worry about me and my baby.”

Growing up in the Mission, JoJo never saw herself leaving the city. Over the past few years, however, a lot has changed. “Little by little, all of the Mission has been going away,” she reflects. “It just gets more and more expensive. It’s not like before, where you could rent a room for an easy $500.” JoJo has witnessed members of her community moving out of the city in search of something more affordable. She has looked into getting an apartment before, but never believed she would actually find a place to rent. “It was too expensive and didn’t fit my budget at all,” she states.

JoJo began the process of pursuing government-subsidized housing a long time ago. It has been over 10 years since she applied to the San Francisco Housing Authority for public housing, and she is still on the waiting list. She used to regularly check her status on the list, but stopped when it became clear it wasn’t changing anytime soon. Although the wait is extraordinarily long, JoJo is lucky she applied when she did – the waitlist closed several years ago.

About five years ago, a friend encouraged JoJo to apply to the Marin Housing Authority for their Section 8 housing voucher program. “Back then,” she says, “I didn’t have the idea of ever leaving San Francisco. But I was like, ‘OK, I’ll just do it.’” A few months ago, JoJo was surprised to receive a letter from Marin Housing saying that she got her voucher. She describes the moment, saying, “I couldn’t believe it! I dropped everything I was doing.” She is incredibly excited, and is finalizing her paperwork. JoJo can’t help but smile when she declares, “I’m one step closer!”

“Have a backpack, you’ve got your clothes, you can’t take a bath or a shower, and you’re trying to show up to your housing interview ... you start feeling the weight of the world on you.”

-Prince Jerrick, ATC client

Freshy also has experience with Section 8, but her story is full of frustration and disappointment. Freshy’s dad applied for Section 8 in San Francisco shortly before he passed away. Eleven years later, their letter finally arrived. When Freshy went to claim the voucher, however, she was turned away. “I went and took my information up there, and they were saying, ‘No, you’re not on the list.’” Because of a mistake on the original application – her Social Security number was incorrect – Freshy had to jump through hoops to prove she was her father’s child.

To fix her paperwork, she provided her dad’s birth certificate, his death certificate, and her birth certificate. Two years later, when she still hadn’t received the voucher, Freshy reached out to a staff member at the Housing Authority to tell them her story. “Then, they finally reached out, and said ‘We’re going to give you your voucher.’ A couple of months later I got it.” Freshy had overcome one obstacle, but a bigger one came next: finding an apartment that accepted Section 8 in this competitive housing market.

The stigma against Section 8 is pervasive, and it had a severe impact on Freshy’s search for housing – landlords were unwilling to give her a chance. “I was getting told ‘No, no, no,’” she recounts. “A lot of people do set a bad reputation for Section 8, so I understand … but that’s not everybody. You can’t discriminate.” She also felt that landlords assumed she was irresponsible because of her age. “Sometimes it’s really a young person trying to get in a good situation and make their self better,” Freshy asserts. “It was a lot of game playing, I feel. Nobody was really serious about letting me move in.” Section 8 vouchers have a three-month window, and Freshy spent those months applying for apartments all over the city. When she couldn’t find anything, she obtained an extension. After Freshy spent six months searching without securing an apartment, however, her voucher was taken away.

“I felt like it was already over before it even started,” Freshy admits. “It affected me and my girlfriend in a bad way, where we were just really upset, because I feel that was our chance, you know? … You’re thinking, ‘Oh, it’s all good. We’re going to be set, and we’ll be able to save. We’ll be able to do this.’”

Section 8 should have been an opportunity for Freshy to finally find a place to call home, so losing her voucher was devastating. “You don’t really want to look on the brighter side,” she explains, “because that was supposed to work. It’s all you think of: that was supposed to work. And it didn’t.”

When Prince Jerrick was searching for housing in the Bay Area, it made him miserable. His name was on several waitlists, and he applied for many different types of housing. “You have a backpack, you’ve got your clothes, you can’t take a bath or a shower, and you’re trying to show up to your housing interview ... you start feeling the weight of the world on you.” Those days, he would frequently ride BART to have a place to sleep. “I started to get dizzy from sleeping on BART, because it was just going around and I wasn’t getting anywhere.
“Before I got pregnant, I would say I would never leave San Francisco. Never, never, ever! But now, I don’t know. Everything has changed.”

- JoJo, ATC client

Moving forward

Unfortunately, for a number of ATC’s clients, being able to afford a place to live means leaving San Francisco. Some even move out of the Bay Area altogether. Prince Jerrick is one of these clients. “At the end of my homelessness, I knew it was ending,” he reflects. He thinks back to riding BART with a friend, watching the sunrise, and saying, “One day the sun is going to come up, and I won’t be homeless anymore.” Soon after, Prince Jerrick moved to Salt Lake City and found an apartment within three weeks. “That morning,” he remembers, “I opened my eyes and the sun was coming in, and then it hit me: I’m not homeless anymore. It’s over.” Life in Salt Lake City is much more affordable. Prince Jerrick makes about $15 an hour, and explains, “Out here, $15 an hour is really good money … but I’m like, not where I’m from! For $15 an hour in San Francisco, I think I might still be homeless.”

He sees himself staying there for quite a while, and recently started classes at Salt Lake Community College.

Prince Jerrick is still adjusting to having a place of his own, and can’t help but think of his former street community. “Sometimes I have survivor’s guilt,” he explains. “Sometimes I’m like, why did I get an apartment and they didn’t?” Nevertheless, he is really happy now, and is proud of himself for building this new life. “A lot of my friends didn’t make it, but I made it … I wake up every morning and I’m like, thank you, Lord, for giving me this day of life.”

Because JoJo’s Section 8 voucher comes from Marin, she will also be leaving the city. This is no small task – she will be moving away from all of her family, and without a car, it won’t be that easy for her to get back and forth. She doesn’t want to say goodbye to the neighborhood that has been her home her entire life, but knows that getting her own place is ultimately what’s best for her. “I just keep thinking about the baby and about the housing. That’s the main thing. Because I can’t do big, major changes if my life is moving out of the city, you know? It’s over there where I’ve got to start building all that stuff.” After years and years of waiting, JoJo is ready to start the next phase in her life, even though it’s intimidating. “I’m excited, but I’m scared at the same time. I’m about to be a mom for the first time ever … I don’t want to be out there by myself … but I just keep saying, ‘I’ll figure it out.’”

Things are also looking up for Freshy. ATC was able to refer her to a rare new housing opportunity, and she is in the final stages of the application process. She recently attended an orientation for the program, where she had five screening interviews and saw pictures of what the building will look like when construction is complete. She feels optimistic about it – unlike some other housing programs, this one is set up like a regular apartment building. “It just looks like a studio,” she explains. “Every unit has a bathroom and a shower. You have your own privacy, which makes it easier.” This is permanent affordable housing, which means that once Freshy moves in, she gets to stay as long as she needs. Rent will always be 30% of her income.

“It’s a bittersweet feeling. It’s bitter because it’s new, and new is always nerve-wracking, but sweet because I get to be back in my own spot. That’s what I’ve been wanting for a while.” While Freshy is looking forward to having her own place, it falls a bit short of what her ideal housing would look like. The program has restrictions on how many visitors she is allowed, which will prevent her from doing some of the “normal stuff,” like inviting friends and family over, that she pictured herself doing once she had her own place. Despite its challenges, Freshy is grateful to have this opportunity, and wishes there were more programs like it. She knows that there are a lot more youth who “just want to get on their feet” and are in desperate need of housing.

There isn’t a simple solution that can magically fix the dismal state of affordable housing in San Francisco. A lot of people in this city need help, and right now, there isn’t enough space or funding to house them. ATC works with a lot of young people who wrestle with this issue every day, and it’s a difficult, uphill battle. All we can do is try to help our clients find safe and stable homes, and celebrate with them when it happens.

Follow-Up from Spring 2014 Newsletter: Alicia Finds a New Home

Alicia was featured in our Spring 2014 newsletter. At that time, she was pregnant and living in a family shelter. It wasn’t an ideal living situation, but she was staying there until she reached eight months and could qualify for permanent family housing programs.

Since then, a lot has changed for Alicia: a service provider helped her apply for a new housing program, she gave birth to a baby boy, she bounced around between different shelters, her housing application was accepted, and she and her son moved into their new apartment in a brand new building! With this program, Alicia’s rent is 30% of her income, and she can stay until her youngest child turns 18. She is really excited to finally have a place to call home, and we are incredibly happy for her!
Helping Our Clients Navigate Housing

Supporting young people who find themselves in unstable living situations is at the core of what At The Crossroads does, so it’s no surprise that getting help with housing is often a major priority for our clients. In an ideal world, every time a client approached us and expressed their need or desire to get housed, we would connect them with something right away. In reality, however, it isn’t that easy. Affordable housing is extremely scarce, and when an opportunity does become available, it requires a tremendous amount of work from both our clients and our staff to secure it.

Limited options for our youth

Ivan Alomar is ATC’s Community Resource Coordinator, and he works closely with our clients who are trying to find affordable housing. Ivan explains that when youth are in survival mode, they don’t spend much time thinking about housing. Once they decide they want to stabilize and find their own place, however, they are confronted with just how formidable this challenge will be. Even if they prepare for housing by working and saving money, “they are realizing that it is just not good enough.” The private housing market is beyond the reach of our youth, but some subsidized options are no better. “The entire time I’ve worked at ATC,” Ivan says, “the waitlist for the major housing program for poor people, Section 8, has been closed.”

Nonprofit and government-subsidized housing programs in the city present their own set of obstacles. This housing is in extremely high demand, and their long waitlists or limited availability are discouraging for youth who need housing now. In addition, many programs have strict eligibility criteria that disqualify our clients. ATC Program Manager Shawn Garety explains that, “a lot of our clients ride the bus all night or sleep on somebody’s couch … so there is a huge group of our clients who get overlooked for opportunities all the time, because they don’t fit the traditional definition of ‘homeless’ set by the federal government.” It’s incredibly frustrating that housing designed to help the homeless excludes some of ATC’s clients, because they find ways to sleep indoors rather than on the sidewalk.

“We go all in, because we know how rare housing opportunities are … we do whatever we have to do: meet with the client, take them to any appointments they need, and just jump through hoops.”

-Ivan Alomar, ATC Community Resource Coordinator

In an effort to make more affordable housing available, the San Francisco city government implemented a Below Market Rate (BMR) housing system. BMR housing is distributed through a lottery, and low- and middle-income residents can apply for opportunities as they arise. In this tight housing market, thousands of people apply for the same units. The chances of getting selected for a BMR unit are awfully low, and those who do get selected must meet a number of qualifications. Ivan notes that this “is not a realistic option” for the vast majority of our clients.

Shawn has noticed that things have definitely gotten harder over the past few years. “You can have everything you need. You can be completely prepared, employed, able to keep appointments, have a phone, have an address where people can send you stuff, and you’re still not going to find an option. Or if you do, it’s a miracle.” The lack of available and affordable housing is disheartening, and has a negative impact on our youth. “It really leaves people stuck in their situations, and having to fall back rather than move forward.”

In this climate, people are moving out of the city in order to find places to live. They leave everything they know behind, and end up losing important family and community connections. “Sadly,” explains Ivan, “the number one option is thinking of going outside of San Francisco.”

Seizing opportunities

Ivan focuses on developing relationships with other agencies that can provide services for our clients. Lately, he has spent more and more of his time trying to understand the landscape of affordable housing in the city. With private housing becoming nearly impossible to afford, ATC has realized that we need to become experts in navigating the complicated system of subsidized housing in order to help our clients find places to live.

Permanent housing options for our youth are few and far between, so when an opportunity does arise, it’s all hands on deck. “It literally takes everyone on our direct service staff to work together to figure it out,” says Ivan. “We go all in, because we know how rare housing opportunities are … we do whatever we have to do: meet with the client, take them to any appointments they need, and just jump through hoops. In that moment, we change our schedules, because all of a sudden it becomes a priority.”

Each housing application is different, so every time we guide a client through the process, we need to determine deadlines, eligibility criteria, documentation, and whether or not our client has the necessary paperwork. Often, a quick turnaround coupled with a long list of required documents means that we scramble to get everything done. “For one of the programs, it’s three business days,” Shawn explains. “Three business days to have ID, social security card, verification of income, and verification of any sort of mental health or physical or HIV diagnoses.” Some programs also want a birth certificate, verification if the client was in foster care, and tags and paperwork for service animals. “You also have to answer an often lengthy intake about your previous history,” adds Shawn. “It’s a very fragmented system … there are a lot of different pieces that you have to put together.”

Complicated applications like this can be extremely stressful for our clients. For youth who are living in survival mode and don’t have the luxury of spending hours a day making phone calls, scheduling appointments, filling out forms, and gathering paperwork, this process can feel daunting. ATC tries hard to focus on helping clients finish applications, while still supporting them through everything else they have going on in their lives. It often takes a lot of creativity and flexibility.
“We will do just about anything we can to make sure that our clients get access to resources, but it’s really challenging,” explains Shawn. “I once filled out a housing application with somebody by pacing up and down the streets of the Tenderloin and writing in the responses for them, because they just couldn’t sit still to do it. I’ve done a housing application in a BART station. I’ve done an application in segments, a little bit at a time every time I see the person.”

This is an enormous amount of work, but if it can lead to a client finally getting housed, it’s worth it. “Housing changes peoples lives. It just does,” remarks Ivan. Although having an apartment presents new challenges, like paying rent, they are challenges that excite our youth and help them grow. Maintaining housing can certainly be tough, but it also opens new doors that can help our youth work towards their goals. “We have many clients who got into housing who are now in school, who are working, who have reconnected with family, who are building beautiful lives for themselves. Housing is an amazing opportunity.”

**Working with community partners**

While ATC has always worked hard to connect our clients with affordable housing programs, we are strengthening our relationships with some key service providers, which is improving our ability to help our youth find housing. For many years we have had a direct referral relationship with one housing program, Shelter Plus Care. This means that when our name comes up, we are given an opportunity to refer a client to housing. While this connection has been great, it has limited availability. Shawn has worked here for a decade, and in her time with ATC, we have been able to house “a couple of clients a year” through this program.

Recently, a lot has changed – two new permanent housing sites have opened as part of the city’s long-term plan to build 400 units for Transition Age Youth. ATC has been a strong advocate for the creation of this housing, and became a direct referral agency. “We are now a referral agency with slots at the new youth housing that is being developed, which is a great opportunity,” says Shawn. “In the past year, we have housed more clients in subsidized housing than in the previous several years combined.” These new referral opportunities have been really exciting for both our staff and our clients. This is unprecedented, and we are devoting much more time to housing applications than ever before.

**Becoming more proactive**

In the past, ATC was reactive when it came to housing. We have always prioritized helping our youth seize available opportunities, but clients could usually find housing options on their own if they set their minds to it. These days housing is much harder to obtain, so we are becoming more proactive in preparing our clients for the complicated housing application process.

“At The Crossroads wants to get ahead of the process,” Ivan explains. “We are going to be proactive around housing, and we’re going to start preparing our clients for housing, even if it isn’t there yet.” In practice, this means we will identify potential housing options for clients, and start gathering the necessary paperwork. If and when those options become available, we want to be ready. With the housing climate unlikely to change anytime soon, being prepared and aggressive is the only way we can help our clients find homes.

---

**Welcome to Our New Staff Member!**

**Megan Emme**

**Events & Donor Relations Coordinator**

Megan became our Events & Donor Relations Coordinator in July upon graduating from San Francisco State University with a degree in Urban Studies and Planning. While in school, she spent time volunteering for a youth crisis line, organizing around public higher education, and working for a variety of nonprofits. Megan grew up in the heat of Sacramento and suffered from endless sunburns, so she’s grateful to now live under a blanket of fog. Megan enjoys long walks in Golden Gate Park, analyzing Saturday Night Live more than anyone should, and nerding out over all things history.

---

**Welcome to Our New Board Members!**

From left to right: Sherman Leong, Catherine Covington, Shaun Warren, and Jeanine Walters.

Not pictured: Priya Agrawal

**Priya Agrawal** is a real estate entrepreneur with a background in strategy and consulting. Originally from New Jersey, she has moved across the country three times, and hopes never to do it again! Priya is passionate about cooking and starting her own business, and we are excited to welcome her innovative thinking to our board.

**Catherine Covington** is a Client Development Manager at RSP Social Finance. She loves playing with her cat Stella and travelling with her husband Paul – almost as much as she loves a good episode of Law & Order. We are grateful for Catherine’s commitment to our work and our youth, and for the thoughtful, analytical style she brings to the board!

**Sherman Leong** is a Tax Manager with Lindquist, von Husen & Joyce LLP. Sherman recently moved to the Bay Area, and he enjoys hiking, kayaking, and spending time in nature. It was great to see him combine his love for nature and ATC at our annual fundraising hike this summer! We also appreciate Sherman’s expert financial guidance of our organization.

**Jeanine Walters** is a Software Architect at Salesforce.com. She loves to dance, and recently started doing Capoeira, a Brazilian martial art/dance. Jeanine’s superpower is always knowing where she parked her car, but beyond that, we are thankful for her MIT-trained intellect, perceptive questions, and subtle wit!

**Shaun Warren** is an AdWords Account Strategist at Google. He likes to spend time playing sports, is passionate about empowering those who face barriers to success in society, and recently started a food program for the homeless in San Jose. Shaun’s warm nature and sense of social justice fit right in at ATC!
Announcing At The Crossroads’ Bold Leap Forward

ATC is Awarded a $400,000 Legacy Grant from the Louis R. Lurie Foundation!

For the past 13 years, ATC has had an amazing partnership with the Louis R. Lurie Foundation. They have consistently funded our organization, and their generosity has enabled us to grow and develop. On multiple occasions, their entire board came to visit ATC to better understand our work, illustrating their tremendous dedication and investment. It has been a pleasure for us to get to know the incredible people involved in the Foundation.

In 2013, the Foundation made the decision to close and distribute their endowment to some of their long-term partners. ATC was thrilled to be invited to apply for a one-time “legacy grant,” intended to transform the organization. In September 2014, we found out that they were giving us the maximum — $400,000 — the largest grant in ATC’s history!

This legacy grant will launch a new growth phase for ATC, propelling us to take a bold leap forward in service of our clients. Over the next three years we will double our budget, allowing us to expand our counseling capacity by 186%. Our goal is to meet the rapidly rising demand for our services, and to provide every homeless young person we meet with the in-depth support that they need to help them move beyond streets and build outstanding lives.

This grant is also an amazing opportunity because it is a matching grant for all new money; this means that any new donations or increased gifts from existing donors will be matched by this grant, doubling the impact of every dollar. The Five Bridges Foundation, Facebook, Twitter, and the Mental Insight Foundation have already provided a collective $105,000 in matching gifts! If you become a new donor or increase your existing gift, you can help us match the full $400,000 grant, driving forward our plans to grow and launching a new and exciting era for ATC.

We are so grateful for the Louis R. Lurie Foundation’s incredible support. Thank you for investing in our youth and our future!

ATC’s Campaign and Hike Superstars!

Thank you to everyone who helped make 2014 a fantastic year for the I Think I Can Campaign and Summer SunDay Hike, raising over $150,000! We are so grateful for the campaigners who ran, swam, biked, and baked, the hikers who conquered Mt. Tam, and the sponsors who provided us with delicious eats and fun treats. You have all made a difference in the lives of homeless youth!

I Think I Can Campaigners

Deena Adkins
Dave Barnard
Branwyn Bigglestone
Dorothy Bisbee
Matoe Burch
Allan Chan
Yevgenya Chityan
Mark Dwight
Thorey Mountain Everroad
Anna Fai
Nicole Farley
Jonina Friedman
Ann Hughes
Amber Lapovsky
Greg Nerponi
Didier Perrot
Kyle Sieben
Aerin Sizelove
John Stassen
Eric Steckel
Amanda Stein
Katie Urdan
Bonnie Walton
Celia Adcock
Cora Albrecht
Irina Alexander
Ivan Alomar
Masoud Ameri
Lindsay Anderson
Chianti Angelicola
Dan Atkinson
Heather Atkinson
Kim Baker
Charlie Baldwin
Shira Belman
Lesley Benedict
Jenny Bishop
Ray Black
Keri Brooke
Corey Brown
Mark Brozek
Marissa Brun
Tiffany Bryant
Kimberly Burton-
Laurence
Anthony C
Christopher Calkin
Debby Chang
Josie Chapman
Jennifer Coffey Smith
Lauryn Coit
Catherine Covington
Barbara & John Cary
Leah Cullen
Alison Dagenais
Don Dagenais
Nancy Daniel
Leigh Davenport
James Delboer
Camille Dunphy
Angie Duong
Alexandra Elite
Megan Emre
Kristina Enea
Lisa Elling
Jocelyn Everroad
Christy Fernandez
Dustin Finkle
Mike Fogarty
Michelle Folan
Rebecca Foust
Suzanne Frank
Tamara Galanter
April Garcia
Shawn Garey
Abigail Gee
Matt Gerring
Laura Gilligiello
Rob Gitin
Michael Henry
Joey Hess
C Hollo
Kari Hoppersteed
Nikolette Huberman
Ellen Jenkins
Susan Jun
Joshua Katz
Matt Kintz
Beth Koenke
Hang Koukys
Drew Lehman
Kimberly Lembo
Canyon Market
Ciff Bar
Colibri Mexican Bistro
Dandelion Chocolate
Della Fattoria
Endorfin Chocolat
Food Should Taste Good
G.L. Affieri
Golden State Activewear
Hamada Farms
Happy Girl Kitchen Co.
Honest Tea
Jelly Belly
Juniper Ridge
K&J Orchards
Mariposa Baking
Company
Michael Cook Creative
Mission Minis
Mo MAGIC
Mother’s Therapy
Organics
Naked Edge Snacks
Rainbow Grocery
Cooperative
Real Food Company
Rickshaw Bagworks
Safeway
San Francisco Magazine
Social Imprints
Sports Basement
Starbucks
Sukhi’s Gourmet Indian
Foods
Sweet Things
Trader Joe’s
Vita Coco
Whole Foods
Wilco Foods
Wise Sons Jewish
Delicatessen
Yerena Farms
Yes To
You Name It
Promotions

Summer SunDay Hikers

Lead Sponsors:
The 5M Project by
Forest City
Merriman Capital
Americana Sportswear
Aff’s Marin Gourmet
Andante Dairy
Anna’s Daughters’ Yoga
Bread
Anthony’s Cookies
Bella Viva Orchards
Bi-Rite Market
Biscuit Bender
Boudin Bakery
Canyon Market
Cliff Bar
Colibri Mexican Bistro
Dandelion Chocolate
Della Fattoria
Endorfin Chocolat
Food Should Taste Good
G.L. Affieri
Golden State Activewear
Hamada Farms
Happy Girl Kitchen Co.
Honest Tea
Jelly Belly
Juniper Ridge
K&J Orchards
Mariposa Baking
Company
Michael Cook Creative
Mission Minis
Mo MAGIC
Mother’s Therapy
Organics
Naked Edge Snacks
Rainbow Grocery
Cooperative
Real Food Company
Rickshaw Bagworks
Safeway
San Francisco Magazine
Social Imprints
Sports Basement
Starbucks
Sukhi’s Gourmet Indian
Foods
Sweet Things
Trader Joe’s
Vita Coco
Whole Foods
Wilco Foods
Wise Sons Jewish
Delicatessen
Yerena Farms
Yes To
You Name It
Promotions

Summer SunDay Sponsors

Sports Basement
Starbucks
Sukhi’s Gourmet Indian
Foods
Sweet Things
Trader Joe’s
Vita Coco
Whole Foods
Wilco Foods
Wise Sons Jewish
Delicatessen
Yerena Farms
Yes To
You Name It
Promotions
To see all of our 2014 Annual Fund donors, go to: www.atthecrossroads.org/contributors

**PARTNER - $10,000 AND ABOVE**
- Anonymou
- Dan Stone & Ellie Carmody
- **PILLAR - $5,000-$9,999**
  - Barbara & John Crazy
  - Pete & Joanne Warden
- **ALLY - $1,000-$4,999**
  - Lynn Charles
  - Nadinne Cruz & Larry Ulrich
  - Margaret & Emil Erickson
  - Anne Germanacos
  - Mary & Dan Gregory
  - Jake Knapp & Holly Warren
  - Alison Mazza
  - Jenn & Adam McDonough
- **Sloan Miller**
  - John Odell
  - Frank & Emily Vogl
- **Marc & Megara Vogl**
- **ADVOCATE - $500-$999**
  - Nicole & Josh Auerbach
  - Drew Bamford
  - Al & Susan Camarillo
  - Peter Christey & Valerie Wills
  - Shanna Connor
  - Don & Patricia Dagenais
  - Patty Daniels
  - Lisa Feldstein & Max
  - Druski
  - Ryan & Abigail Frederick
  - Ben Hur
  - Joel Isacson
  - Barbara Koltuv
  - Wennie Liao
  - Steven & Trish London
  - Diane Parish
  - Megan Semple
  - Ronald Smith
  - Nicholas Walsh & Jessica Mega
- **SUPPORTER - $250-$499**
  - Anonymous (multiple)
  - Gail Brousal & Bill Hogeland
  - Annie Camerlengo
  - Laurence Lerner*
  - George Loew & Jane Freston
  - Michelle Diep
  - Al & Liz Dossa
  - Marco & Meredith Einaudi
  - Barbara & Bill Everedd
  - The Fee Family
  - David Fleischacker
  - Julia Flood
  - Charlie Fortenbach
  - Greg Gerson
  - Jerry George & Christine Wardell
  - Eric & Marianne Haelesop
  - The Rev Frances Hall Kieschnick
  - Suzette Hannah-Hesler
  - Chris Heroy
  - Jenny Stadler & Jordan Hiller
  - Marija Hudge & Jeff Grant
  - Ed & Connie Knoll
  - Monica Lane & Greg Neimeyer
  - Jessica Lane
  - Lawrence Lerner*
  - Amy Lewis
  - George Love & Jane Preston
  - Lois & Ron London
  - Benita McClelland & Jack Yeadacker
  - Mary & George McNeil
  - Ann & Quinny Meere
  - Elizabeth Moore
  - Jacqueline Neurwirth*
  - Alex Paul
  - Julien Phillips
  - Susan Rothstein & John Koeppel*
  - Jackie Schmidt-Possner & Barry Posner
  - Stefanie Sim
  - Diane Lane
  - Preston Taylor
  - Shannon Thomas
  - Greg & Sara Tucker
  - Shaun Warren
  - Cedric & Amy Wiesner
  - Scott Willoughby
  - June Yearwood*
  - Janet Yonaty
  - Lee Zimmerman & Tali Levy
- **PATRON - $1-$599**
  - Anonymous (multiple)*
  - Caitlin Barta
  - Myrna & Lou Bauman*
  - Mitchell Benjamin
  - Barbara Berman
  - Irv & Lila Brandwein
  - Laura Brande
  - Sandi & Charles Brown
  - Catherine Cameron
  - Jo Cohen
  - Ralph W. Dagenais
  - Sonny Duncan
  - Stefanie Eldred*
  - Angie Francis
  - Robert Frear & Tim Kennedy
  - Sally Garbarini
  - Shayna Gelender
  - Arthur Goldman
  - Laura German
  - Bennie Garch-Lindauer
  - Renee Greig
  - Roma Guy & Diane Jones
  - Jim Haack & Kathleen Bertolani
  - Rachel & Jacob Heitler
  - Archie & Janet Held
  - Genese Herzberg
  - Janet Hoffmann
  - Dena Koren*
  - Katherine Kuehl
  - Heather Lubeck*
  - Judy Mattivi
  - Melissa McCullough*
  - Rachel McLean
  - Leigh & Dave McMonigle
  - Lauren Mendelsohn
  - Scott Miller
  - Miriam Oakes
  - Drew Oman
  - Hannah Pitrone
  - Ellie Quinlan
  - Connie Richardson
  - Barry Richman
  - Jay & Zack Ruskin
  - Andrew Schwartz*
  - David Scott
  - Sandra Shapiro
  - Christian Siebel
  - Cathy Sire
  - Joseph Smooke & Ryan Ruiz
  - Dick & Ome Stark
  - Peter Stein
  - David Stolow
  - Anna Szoketz
  - Brooke Tao
  - Henry Toothman
  - Kyle Tripp & Candice Lamarche
  - Ahsagat Unger
  - Helena & Robert Unger
  - Steve & Beth Varon
  - Beth Vaughan
  - Isaiah Weintraub
  - Lucia Whitman
  - Morris Wilson
  - Tammy Winter-Patterson
- **DONATIONS made in honor or memory of the following:**
  - Irena Alexander
  - Mary Gregory
  - Ann Hughes’ 50th Birthday
  - Avner Lapovksy
  - Nancy Mao’s Wedding
  - Adam Miller’s 40th Birthday
  - Louise Renne
  - Daniel Sokatch and Dana Reinhardt
  - Guy and Irene Stilson
  - In Memory of Lynn Taditil

**FOUNDATIONS**
- Louis R. Lurie Foundation, $400,000
- Five Bridges Foundation, $100,000
- Bothin Foundation, $31,800
- Mental Insight Foundation, $30,000
- Mortar Foundation, $25,000
- Nick Traina Foundation, $25,000
- Union Bank Foundation, $15,000
- van Loben Sels/RembeRock, $15,000
- Plus 3 Foundation, $836
- The Glassman Family Foundation, $500

**CORPORATIONS**
- Facebook, $20,000
- Boston Properties, $5,000
- Managed Care Commercial Operations at Genentech, $5,000
- Twitter, $5,000
- Comerica Bank, $2,000
- Hitachi 5K, $1,924
- Advent Software Inc., $1,200
- Bazaarvoice Trivia Night, $1,197
- Mission Bowling Club, $1,071
- The Bar Method, Inc., $632
- Anonymous, $500
- Genentech, $500
- Anonymous, $80
- AmazonSmile, $18

**In-Kind Donors**
- Kristina Batiste
- Jean Beisterveld
- Arun Bhalla
- Sherry Chan
- Erling Enberg
- Jordan Freeman
- Mitch Grin
- Michelle Gris
- Gail Hicks
- Alyonik Hurshaw
- Rena Ivy
- Amanda Lane
- Koren Kien
- Malvin Ma
- Erickson Maranan
- The Otters
- Lisa E. Pereira
- Scott Staub
- Natasha Stewart
- Jing Tzi
- Lisa Turooka
- Paul Vousten
- Angela Woo

**Other In-Kind Donors**
- Condom Distribution Program, SFDPH
- Dykes on Bikes
- Food Runners
- San Francisco Friends School
- Stonestown YMCA
- **DISCOUNTED GOODS PROVIDERS:**
  - SF-Marin Food Bank

**DONATIONS & VOLUNTEER HOURS WERE MATCHED BY THE FOLLOWING:**
- Genentech
- Goldman Sachs Matching Gifts
- Google Matching Gifts
- Lenovo Employees Care
- Microsoft Matching Gifts
- The Clorox Company Foundation

*Bold indicates donors who have supported us for at least five consecutive years.

*Italic indicates donors who have supported us for at least three consecutive years.

Donors who have given in honor or memory of another.

Our donors are extremely important to us! If you notice omissions or errors, please email alisond@atthecrossroads.org

---

**I Think I Can Campaign & Summer SunDay Hike Donors**

We wish there were enough space to acknowledge everyone who donated to the I Think I Can Campaign and Summer SunDay Hike, but there are too many generous people to list! Find more of our awesome donors at: www.atthecrossroads.org/contributors.

---

**I Think I Can Campaign & Summer SunDay Hike Donors**

We wish there were enough space to acknowledge everyone who donated to the I Think I Can Campaign and Summer SunDay Hike, but there are too many generous people to list! Find more of our awesome donors at: www.atthecrossroads.org/contributors.
Thank you to all of the hikers, volunteers, sponsors, and donors who helped make this year’s event bigger and better than ever before: together, we raised over $113,000!

We are truly blown away by your support, which will have an enormous impact on the lives of our youth. Come back next year for our sixth annual hike up Mt. Tam!

Ring in the New Year with the I Think I Can Campaign!

Make 2015 the year your resolutions actually stick! The I Think I Can Campaign not only gives you the support you need to achieve your goals – it also raises money for ATC’s work. Keep your resolutions while helping homeless youth? There’s simply no better win-win.

2011
Corey made art and raised $1,045

2012
Jason lost weight and raised $3,515

2013
Ilana meditated and raised $856

2014
Branwyn gave up sweets and raised $2,630

2015

Learn more and sign up today: atthecrossroads.org/campaign. What will YOU do in 2015?